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SAFETY INFORMATION

Only suitable for direct mounting on non-combustible surfaces.
Under no circumstances can Halo Chandeliers be mounted on normally flammable surfaces.
Suitable for dry, indoor use only.
Maximum ambient temperatures: 25˚ C

Stem and 1/8 IPS 
Threaded Rod Halo Vertical

Hangstraight 8-32 Crossbar
Screws (2)

 Canopy Assembly Canopy Crossbar
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HALO VERTICAL | CEILING INSTALLATION

1. To customize the length of the provided 36-inch stem, cut cover tube to desired length. Then cut the 
inner threaded tube so that it remains 1/2” longer than the cover tube.

Note: Please contact a licensed electrician.

2. Detach crossbar (A) from assembly by 
unscrewing bottom standoff screws (B).

3. Install the crossbar using #8-32 screws to 
junction box (C) in ceiling. Pull the lead wires 
through the center hole in order to make 
lead connections.

4. Attach the green ground wire to the cross-
bar with ground screw (D).

5. Make wire connections between junction 
box leads and the voltage transformer (E). 

6. Slide hangstraight nut (F) and canopy (G) 
down cover tube and screw inner threaded 
tube into hangstraight (H). 

7. Feed fixture lead wires from the driver 
assembly down through the cover tube (I).

6. Raise canopy and hangstraight nut to 
ceiling and tighten nut around hangstraight. 
This will tighten canopy flush to ceiling. Make 
sure to conceal wires and connections inside 
canopy.
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HALO VERTICAL | CEILING INSTALLATION 
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1. While keeping the rings concentric, raise fixture to near the top cap (B) Make the wire connections as 
shown (C) Then tuck the wires into the top hub of the fixture (D) 

2. Attach the top cap (B) to the fixture using supplied 6/32 flat head screws (A)

3. Turn rings so that they hang at 90 degree angles to each other.

Note: This step requires two people.


